
ORGASMIC LIVING!

Exploration ☥Inspiration ☥Transformation 
a Sacred Sexuality/Orgasmic Spirituality Virtual Retreat 

for Visionary Lovers

Lovingly guided by Nut Tmu-Ankh Butterfly Dreaming



My Dream iz to touch you.
And to be touched by you.

To feel the truth of your Magnificence 
meeting, enlivening and liberating my own.

We Touch and in touch, we transform.

Each day, directly and through the growing Circle of awareness we reveal;
we touch and we are touched by others -

playing fully, as Ntr essence meeting Ntr't essence;
and together, we inspire new Bliss activists to touch even more!

We Touch and in Touch, we transform
We Love and by Love, we heal

We Shine and through Light, we receive
We Ask and with Appreciation, we share Bliss

 
☥ 

 Magnificent Beloved,

I know you to be a Visionary Lover. 

It has nothing to do with who iz or ain't sharing your bed. You Desire and demand more 
than common superficiality for every part of your life. The core of you recognizes that 
Living  Orgasmically iz much more than an interesting idea – It's your birthright.

I’m in Love with the Sweet cascading magik we Visionary Lovers make when we come 
together in naked surrender to explore the Truth of what and who we really are.  Spiritual 
and material discernment, energetic prowess, real happiness and sustained well being all 
require an ACTIVE INNER KNOWING of the power we hold as our deepest Truth.

That Truth lives in your Orgasmic Core
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We access it's power through sacredly held and guided Activation. Your activated and 
well nourished Orgasmic Core will clearly reveal your gifts, your unique paths to Love 
and professional success and your personal connection to Infinite Knowing.

This intimate virtual retreat iz your multi-sensory Orgasmic Awareness play party and 
master class, for opening the door to the whole of who you are!

Come to learn and INsperiance proven Orgasmic Alkhamy tools you can apply 
immediately to…

Create or Elevate your work in the world
Rediscover and Radiate unmistakable sexual vitality and magnetism

Demonstrate Spiritual Certainty and Command as energy and 
substance

Create new and lasting Bliss in your relationships (especially the one 
you're having with YOU!)  

Join me and my Surprise Special Guests for two thoroughly 
interactive days of playful and adoring immersion in the 

Truth of Your Orgasmic Divinity

Day One…

InfinityGasm – Meeting and Communicating with Your Orgasmic Core
Orgasmic Stroking Technique for 5 Dimensional Healing for yourself and 

others

Day Two…

Coming Alive - Sex Magik for Love and Prosperity
Orgasmic Relationship Keys and Killers

This virtual retreat iz no feel good, inspiration-for-spectators event. No passive 
participants Desired or Allowed. Come to us ready to be Engaged, Delighted, 

Challenged, Revealed and Turned ON to the real world Power of your liberated 
Orgasmic Core.
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~ ORGASMIC LIVING!  Virtual Retreat ~
Where: Anywhere in the world You are via internet

When:  July 2017 tba
with a follow up session in the following month

Tuition: $299

Click Here to Register Your Application

(Interest free installment plans available through PayPal Credit)

Unsuccessful applicants will receive an immediate and complete refund, otherwise, all  
tuition iz non-refundable. 

Space iz limited, so contact me right away with any questions or requests.

☥ 
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“This stepping further into mastery is a lot of fun and providing much wonder to  
behold. I feel like I'm deconstructing, been demo-ed and am rebuilding from the ground 
up. I am watching my words and catching myself using some that I'd rather substitute  
with more positive, more diva-like connotations the next time. I'm realizing again, as I  
have off and on forever, that the tension that I hold especially in my belly, my pelvis, my  
womb - it's time for it to be released and let that energy flow...I know there is more to be 
done.”

-Deb Schanilec, Amygdala Whisperer, Saint Paul,MN

“Spirit led me to Nut and her healing mission so I could remember who I IZ and fully  
embody this divine incarnation as a Wombn. I am still evolving and growing in love  
and this training not only encourages it, but draws out my juiciness even more.”

-Nejah Love, Artist & Athlete, Los Angeles, CA

“My love, what an amazing vibration you bring thru! As always, you speak it like it is,  
and bring the creative orgasmic power of the universe right back where it belongs: in 
us! thank you for the song you sing.”

-David Cates, www.DakaCoach.com 

“Because of her, I'm the woman I am today. Not because of what she's taught me but 
because of what she's helped me to reveal on my own. She held the sacred space for MY 
magic to come forth. Asé”

-Lisa Charles, Homemaker & Business Owner, Orlando, FL

“For the longest time I have been trying, trying so hard. So hard to get things right, so 
hard to invoke change. After having a lot beaten out of me I was too exhausted to try, I  
needed to recoup my energies, and as I stopped trying things started happening. And as 
I shed my emotional and spiritual burdens the synchronicities started to turn up. At 
first I thought I was tripping, but eventually I started to see it was real.”

-Sonja Wilson, London, UK

“My stomach feels empty! Like something released! I feel lighter! Thank you and I love  
you! Last night's session was amazing and healing! Thanks for being you! This has  
been a blessing for me.”

-A'st Maye, Brooklyn, NY

“My experience was a step into a very good place - it was an At Last moment  - easy 
and clear. I've noticed I'm much calmer and able to be a better mother to my daughter  
and parent in a way I thought was lost to me - to respond creatively. Thank you again –  
Breathing!”

-Fork Burk, Artist, Biel/Bienne, Switzerland
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N u t  T m u - A n k h  B u t t e r f l y  D r e a m i n g

Nut(say it with an oo please) Butterfly iz an 
internationally recognized Nubian-Khamite 
priestess, speaker, bliss activist and master revealer.

As chief priestess of Kra Mut Ankh ~ Temple of the 
Mother of Life, she iz holder of the lineage of Sh'ti 
Mer - a resurrected ancient Afrakan initiatory path 
of Orgasmic Alkhamy, and once lost great-
grandmother to Indian Tantra.

 “DivaMama” Nut, as she's affectionately known, iz 
the founder of:

OrgasmicLiving.com, welcoming Bliss activist, 
lovers & leaders into initiation in the Divine revelation of whole-self Wealth, Love & Life mastery 
through Sh'ti Mer!

And theTempleOfWombn.com, calling mission-driven Divas together to celebrate & command life 
as their most luscious, Vivacious, Orgasmic Selves!

Nut iz also a favorite guest on local & national radio and iz featured in the DVD Magdalene 
Unveiled: the Ancient & Modern Sacred Prostitute, by bestselling author, Kenneth Ray Stubbs and 
in Reclaiming Eros: Sacred Whores and Healers, by Suzanne Blackburn and Margaret Wade.

In all she does, Nut shamelessly reveals, "Orgasm Iz Enlightenment!"

www.OrgasmicLiving.com
Nut@OrgasmicLiving.com
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